IT Staffing

At nFUZION, we specialize in pairing the best candidates
with the best companies. Our team of information technology recruiters find talented technical professionals and
identify opportunities that best suit their skills and experience. For our clients seeking IT staffing, we offer contract,
contract to hire, and direct hire solutions. When a company hires the wrong person, the consequences can be problematic. Restarting the hiring process following an incorrect
hire forces a company to far exceed the budget they initially devoted to hiring. A bad hire can also negatively affect
the team morale and culture you’ve worked so hard to
build, and the additional resources you spend finding the
replacement employee can slow production to a crawl.
Information Technology Recruiting
We’ve been staffing IT professionals since 2005. Over that
time, we’ve provided businesses with a wide range of IT
candidates. Whether your IT needs require software development or business intelligence, we have the experienced
and talented professionals ready and eager to help you
reach your business goals. Below is a small list of some of
the positions for which we recruit:
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Software Developer/Architect (C#, Java, PHP, etc.)
Project Manager
Scrum Master
Database Administrator
Mobile Developer
Business Intelligence Developer/Architect
Helpdesk and Cable Technicians
Information Security Engineer
Business Analyst
Network Administrator/Engineer
Cloud Developer/Architect

“…nFuzion’s contractor has represented nFuzion with
the highest levels of professionalism and has proved
to be a solid technical resource. He has been extremely detailed when it comes to assessment, planning and implementation of any changes here at
Joerns. I would like to share my appreciation for his
hard work and accomplishments…” ~ IT Leader,
Joern’s RecoverCare
“At Accentf(x), we focus our recruitment efforts on
finding skilled and experienced employees that can
adapt to the ever-changing environment of the technological workplace. nFuzion partnered with us to
refine our hiring requirements and bring us high caliber candidates that will help us deliver for our clients
now and in the future.” ~ C-level Executive, Accentfx
Many companies drive their internal staff to produce
results despite lacking the proper resources to do so.
This nasty habit can work for a time, but as your employees’ stress levels increase, problems with quality, output, absenteeism, and turnover will soon follow.
You can relieve your employees of this pressure by
using nFUZION staffing solutions. The additional personnel will help your staff avoid burnout, reduce the
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